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SuperBSuperB

   
Tests in progress at Diamond Light Source for the
 new correction schemes suggested for SuperB in 
order to achieve the desired vertical emittances.

Short term goal: to compare with LOCO
Long term goal: reduce V emittance below 2.2 pm
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Response matrix techniqueResponse matrix technique::
Orbit Steering 

Pseudo Inversion with SVD  of the matrix M provides a set of 
correctors Θ that sets to zero all monitor readings.

Same may be done in the horizontal plane
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Y_i is the vertical orbit measured at BPM  &      Θ_j is the corrector angle.

Orbit Response Matrix M is defined as:



  

Response matrix techniqueResponse matrix technique::
Dispersions Free Steering 

Again, pseudo Inversion with SVD  of the matrix M provides a set of 
correctors Θ that sets to zero simultaneously orbit and dispersion. 

Same may be done in the horizontal plane, considering the non 
zero horizontal dispersion in solving the system.
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Y is the vertical orbit measured at bpm,  Θ is the corrector angle, 
η the vertical dispersion as measured at the bpm, α is a relative 
weight. 

Dispersion Free Steering is as orbit free steering but:



  

New correction schemeNew correction scheme::
Orbit and Dispersion Free Steering + 

Coupling and Beta-Beating Free Steering

Measured at BPM

+ 2 (or more) columns of the off diagonal Orbit Response Matrix, being 
the vertical orbit generated by a Horizontal correctors (HC) and vice 
versa. 
+ Skew quadrupole gradients may be added as correctors.
+ Tilts may be detected from dispersion and coupling vectors 
measurements adding a diagonal matrix to the system.
+ ALL MATRICES ARE CALCULATED FROM THE MODEL. FAST!

Same is done in horizontal plane with a different matrix sensible to 
the effect of β-beating (HC x orbit)
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SimulationsSimulations
On Diamond On Diamond 
LatticeLattice

70µm rms horizontal misalignment Quadrupoles and Sextupoles 
40µm rms vertical misalignment Quadrupoles and Sextupoles
 50 µm rms vertical and horizontal Monitor offsets

DISPERSION FREE STEERING + Coupling and beta-beating FREE STEERING

Vertical Emittance [m rad]Vertical Emittance [m rad]
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TESTS at Diamond Light Source (UK)  

Tested:
 CFS using vertical steerers
 CFS using skew quadrupoles
 Simultaneous Correction 
with skew quadrupoles and 
vertical correctors

 Multiple “coupling vectors”

Monitor tilts (previously measured by LOCO) 
are taken into account in all measurements. 
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CFS Correction with vertical correctors

Correction reiteration
converges
first for dispersion 
then for coupling 
and for orbit.

1 mm rms vertical 
dispersion
10 µm rms vertical orbit

0.24% coupling measured 
At end of reiterations
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 CFS Correction with Skew Quadrupoles

DY ≈ 600 µm

Coupling 0.23%
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Beam sizes at the two pinhole cameras
During correction with skew quadrupoles  

X1

X2

Y1

Y2

Decrease in beam 
size 
corresponds to 
Minimum 
dispersion 
measurements (30 
and 39-40).

LOCO correction

preliminary correction
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10 µm orbit and 0.24% coupling. 

H Emittance measurement not ok due to change in optics 11



  

8 feb 2011-  test with vertical and skew simultaneous correction and 10 correctors. 



  

Conclusions
   Vertical correction or Skew Quadrupoles correction using 

Coupling Free Steering provide 0.23%-0.24%  emittance 
coupling and rms vertical Dispersion of 600 µm - 1mm 
after few reiterations.

Also simultaneous correction with skew quadrupole and vertical 
correctors have realized the same parameters. 

Comparison with LOCO has been performed a few hours ago.

NEXT STEPS
 Test horizontal correction (also beta-beating constrained)
 Try to better exploit coupling correction. Simulation discrepancy. 
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